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This exercise is part of the evaluation of the Data Management class and can be done in pairs
of students. The deadline for this work is the 14th of December. Send a zip or tgz containing your
names, code and comments at vincent.leroy@imag.fr including [M2R] in the email subject.

1 Getting started

In the context of this work, we will be processing data originating from the Flickr website. The
data file contains meta-data related to pictures that were uploaded on Flickr. We prepared a
folder containing a skeleton for the Spark project. The file flickr.sbt (Scala Build Tool) contains
instructions to compile your Scala project. You can generate a jar by running sbt followed by
package. Project dependencies, listed in flickr.sbt, will be automatically downloaded when
calling sbt the first time.

Download the latest version of Spark at http://spark.apache.org/downloads.html and de-
compress it locally. The executable bin/spark-shell can be used to run Spark in interactive
mode to easily experiment. In the context of this work however, we will be submitting jar files
to Spark directly. To execute your program on a local Spark instance running 4 threads, use
./bin/spark-submit as follows:

./bin/spark-submit --class uga.tpspark.flickr.Ex1Dataframe
--master local[4] tp-flickr_2.11-1.0.jar

To assist you with code auto-completion and other nice features, you can use the scala version
of Eclipse which can be downloaded at http://scala-ide.org/. sbt can be used to generate an
eclipse project following these instructions https://github.com/typesafehub/sbteclipse.

2 Processing data using the DataFrame API

The file Ex1Dataframe.scala contains the beginning of a program allowing you to load the Flickr
data within a DataFrame. A DataFrame in Spark is a column-based data structure with a schema.
DataFrames are very popular because they can be used with SQL queries, just like any RDBMS.
Hence, most of this exercise consists in writing SQL queries. In practice, Spark relies on RDDs to
implement DataFrames. As the csv file we process does not contain a header, we manually declare
the schema of the data. When a header (i.e. a line giving a name to each column) is present, Spark
uses it automatically and discovers the type of each column by looking at the data.
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1. Using the Spark SQL API (accessible with spark.sql("...")), select fields containing the
identifier, GPS coordinates, and type of license of each picture.

2. Create a DataFrame containing only data of interesting pictures, i.e. pictures for which the
license information is not null, and GPS coordinates are valid (not -1.0).

3. Display the execution plan used by Spark to compute the content of this DataFrame (explain()).

4. Display the data of this pictures (show()). Keep in mind that Spark uses lazy execution, so
as long as we do not perform any action, the transformations are not executed.

5. Our goal is now to select the pictures whose license is NonDerivative. To this end we will use
a second file containing the properties of each license. Load this file in a DataFrame and do
a join operations to identify pictures that are both interesting and NonDerivative. Examine
the execution plan and display the results.

6. During a work session, it is likely that we reuse multiple time the DataFrame of interesting
pictures. I would be a good idea to cache it to avoid recomputing it from the file each time
we use it. Do this, and examine the execution plan of the join operation again. What do you
notice?

7. Save the final result in a csv file (write). Don’t forget to add a header to reuse it more easily.

3 Processing data using RDDs

The file Ex2RDD.scala contains the beginning of a program loading the Flickr data using a RDD.
You are also given a class Picture.scala representing a picture.

1. Display the 5 lines of the RDD (take(5)) and display the number of elements in the RDD
(count()).

2. Transform the RDD[String] in RDD[Picture] using the Picture class. Only keep interesting
pictures having a valid country and tags. To check your program, display 5 elements.

3. Now group these images by country (groupBy). Print the list of images corresponding to the
first country. What is the type of this RDD?

4. We now wish to process a RDD containing pairs in which the first element is a country, and
the second element is the list of tags used on pictures taken in this country. When a tag is
used on multiple pictures, it should appear multiple times in the list. As each image has its
own list of tags, we need to concatenate these lists, and the flatten function could be useful.

5. We wish to avoid repetitions in the list of tags, and would rather like to have each tag associated
to its frequency. Hence, we want to build a RDD of type RDD[(Country, Map[String, Int])].
The groupBy(identity) function, equivalent to groupBy(x=>x) could be useful.

6. There are often several ways to obtain a result. The method we used to compute the frequency
of tags in each country quickly reaches a state in which the size of the RDD is the number of
countries. This can limit the parallelism of the execution as the number of countries is often
quite small. Can you propose another way to reach the same result without reducing the size
of the RDD until the very end?
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